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Seadoo Spark Cover ( 400104-1 )  Rapids Extreme PWC cover (400101-6) 

General Instructions for upkeep and usage of your PWC cover 
for part# 400100-7, 400101-6 & 400104-1 

INSTALLATION: 

1. Cover any sharp points with cloth or a sponge to avoid stressing or tearing of your cover.

2. Drape your cover over your Personal watercraft with the end marked "front" at the bow.

3. Pull your cover below the rub rail around the entire PWC.

4. Your cover includes two straps that secure your PWC, these should be used if you are transporting your
PWC on a trailer. Locate each strap and run the strap under the PWC to the corresponding buckle on the
other side, Clip into the other end of buckle and tighten as needed.

IMPORTANT-To use your cover when transporting your PWC you must use all straps and tie down making
sure they are well secured, failure to do so will void your warranty.

5. After attaching both straps adjust and tighten it so that the cover is snug across the PWC. Roll up any extra
length of strap below the buckle so it's not hanging loose. This will keep the strap from flapping in the wind
when trailering.

CARE AND CLEANING: 

If your cover becomes dirty, it can be cleaned with lukewarm water and a soft brush, do not use Soap or 
detergent to avoid coating damage on the cover. 

STORAGE: 

To avoid mi I dew be sure your cover is completely dry before storage in it's stuff sack bag. 

LIMITED WARRANTY: 

Part# 400100-7: Rapids Deluxe PWC cover comes with a one-year warranty. 
Part# 400101-6: Rapids Extreme PWC and Part# 400104-1 comes with a three-year warranty. 

If your cover fails due to defect in workmanship and materials within the warranty time it will be replaced free of 
charge, excluding S&H
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